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   To appreciate the prices quoted in this section it should be understood that the 

average weekly wage at the time was around £12 per week.  

 

 When the Club vacated its old base at Lulsgate, the only facilities at 

Nympsfield apart from the field itself were the newly completed hangar and two 

unconverted buildings.   The Club brought with it its glider fleet comprising the 

T21 and T31 two-seaters, the Olympia, Prefect and various Tutor and Cadet wings and 

fuselages2, and the Heron winch and part built two-drum.  It also had a winch 

donated by Fred Worley.   For vehicles it had the tow-car, the fire engine, the 

shooting-brake2 and a tractor on loan from Fred Worley37.  It had a Rice trailer for 

the Olympia and two newly built trailers: one multi-purpose and an open trailer for 

the T21.   It also brought various bits and pieces of equipment. 

 

 The pressing priorities for the Committee were to provide a clubhouse with at 

least basic facilities, to improve the launching facilities and concurrently to 

learn the characteristics of the site and to develop appropriate operating 

procedures.   There was also an intention to improve the Club’s glider fleet, but 

above all there was the need to manage these developments within tight financial 

restraints. 

 

The Field 

 

 There have been a number of 

changes to the field since it was 

purchased, so it is worth describing it 

as it was when the Club started 

operations in 1956. 

 

 Firstly, the east boundary ran 

some 150 yards to the west of the 1986 

boundary and at an angle to it, and was 

marked by a wire fence.   The tongue of 

land on the south side which now 

comprises the south hangar site and the 

caravan park was empty and largely clear 

of trees.   There was a quarry on the 

north boundary at the highest and 

narrowest part of the field, some 275
73
 yards from the entrance.   Its floor was 

roughly 20 yards square and it was about 12 feet deep on the field side.   The 

floor was grassed and occasional trees grew in its walls.   To its east, the ground 

sloped down steeply to the boundary so that it could be entered either through a 

gate onto the road or through an entrance onto the field at the boundary.   To the 

west of the quarry there was a copse about 200 yards long on a narrow strip of 

sloping ground running down to the 

road, as at present(2008).  Opposite 

the copse on the south side on the 

field, there was a pronounced dip 

extending from the present winch track 

to the boundary.   The north boundary 

between the copse and the west end of 

the field was almost clear of trees and 

completely free from scrub and the dry 

stone wall there was in reasonably good 

condition.   There were three gates 

onto the road in addition to the 

entrance which had been specially  made 

by the Club, one at each end of the 

field and the one into the 

quarry.    

     

 

 



The Shed 

Ridges across the Field 

Khruschev 
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 The slope down to the valley on the north side was clear of trees opposite 

the west half of the field, and the area opposite the newly constructed entrance 

gave a panoramic view over the valley.  

 

 There was an open fronted shed about 18 

by 30 feet in size on the north side of the 

field about 175 yards to the west of the main 

entrance73.   This had stone walls and a 

corrugated iron roof supported by a 6 inch 

square oak beam at the front, and this in turn 

was supported at its mid point by a similar beam 

set vertically. 

 

 The field had been ploughed, cultivated 

and sown with grass, but the ploughing had   

resulted in a rough surface and number of                                       

ridges being thrown up across it.   These were 

gradually smoothed out over the first few years by groups of members armed with 

picks and shovels21. 

 

 Hay crops were taken over the 

first few years3,5,14, and the field 

was let for sheep grazing at times 

over the whole of the period8,14,17,57.   

A great deal of work was carried out 

at the end of 1956 to fence the field 

for the sheep6,8, and this was 

organised by John Parry-Jones.  While 

flying was in progress, the sheep 

were penned an area at the west end 

of the field using electric fences.    

 

 An underground 500 gallon 

petrol tank was installed just to the                         

west of the entrance towards the end 

of 19566, with the pit being dug through the Cotswold limestone by Club Members.  

This was operated using a second hand2, hand-operated pump.   

 

 The grassed area between the clubhouse and the entrance was used as a car 

park but it tended to get muddy in wet weather.  In early 1959 a start was made to 

build a road through it29 by member power, using stone from the quarry.  However, 

before this was finished, a mechanical digger was used to make a differently routed 

road through the car park and another round it. 

  

 The Club acquired a goat soon 

after the move to Nympsfield.  The 

story was that someone came past the 

field entrance leading the goat and 

asked a member whether the Club would 

like a goat, and the member said 

“Yes”.   The goat was kept on a 

tether in the car park, and was named 

Khruschev (in error) because it was 

thought that its beard made it look 

like the Russian leader Bulganin.   

It was eventually disposed of at the 

end of 195718, allegedly by Peter 

Collier offering it to a young lad 

passing the Club on a push bike75.  

 

            

 



  Peter Collier and Peter Scott 
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Flying 

 

 Before operations started at 

Nympsfield the plans were to have a 

number of winch runs, running in 

different directions so as to face 

into wind73.  However, it was quickly 

found that even with modest wind 

components across the field there 

were down draughts over the downwind 

side of the field and the downwind 

slopes.  So circuits and approaches 

were kept to the middle and up wind 

side of the field.   Also the height 

advantage of launching directly into 

wind was outweighed by the extra 

length available by launching along 

the full length of the field.   So 

the policy evolved of having just one 

winch track, which was used in either 

direction, and pilots were taught to cope with cross-wind take-offs and landings.   

Various runs were tried for the cable retrieve car to return to the winch, 

including for a very short while using the road via the gates at the two ends of 

the field5.  Winch launching, even with two winches, was much slower than had been 

possible with auto towing on the smooth runways at Lulsgate.   Consequently the 

time which could be saved by returning the cable retrieve vehicle to the winch end 

while the launches were in progress was valuable, especially as the roughness of 

the tracks limited the speed the vehicle could be driven without shaking it to 

pieces.  The roughness of the field and the primitive winch drum braking also 

severely limited the speed that the cables could be pulled out.  However, after the 

first year’s operation, the launch rate improved steadily for several years.(See 

Appendix 4) 

 

 The Cadet wings were never 

fitted to the Cadet/Tutor 

fuselages, and it was quickly 

decided to dispose of them3, though 

the Club's advertisements in S&G 

until April 1958 still claimed it 

had two Tutors and one Cadet. 

  

 In the air, the members took 

to hill soaring with enthusiasm, 

revelling in the extra airborne 

time it gave them.  In west winds, 

the Tutors sometimes had difficulty 

penetrating from the top of the 

launch to the West Ridge, and the 

less resolute had to return without making it.   Techniques were quickly evolved to 

deal with the turbulence associated with northerly and westerly winds, by 

approaching fast and steep from a high final turn and these applied to all the Club 

fleet.   Thermals triggered by the ridges gave practice with thermalling, and the 

dryer Cotswolds compared to the damp surroundings of Lulsgate allowed the amount of 

cross country flying to start to increase.   However, with the low performance, 

even of the Olympia, cross countries were predominately downwind until better 

performance gliders were obtained. 

                        Bob Perrott 



      Doug Jones and Alwyn Sutcliffe 
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 The arrival of the Club made quite 

a stir in the area, and the length of the 

wall towards the east end of the field 

became a regular viewing platform for the 

public, to the detriment of the wall 

itself.   Consequently throughout 1957 

and 1958 the Committee actively pursued 

the idea of providing a public car park 

and viewing area on the field itself and 

making some income from it9,16,21,24.   This 

proposal was dropped in June 1958, when 

it was discovered that a promised rate 

rebate for getting the spectators’ cars 

off the road was conditional on the Club 

not charging26.  After a few years the 

novelty wore off and the problem went 

away, but not before the wall had been 

pretty well wrecked. 

 

 The move to the new neighbourhood produced a demand for membership which the 

Club’s training facilities could not cope with, so in 1956 and 1957 restrictions 

were imposed on the numbers allowed to join.   A waiting list was instituted3, but 

this did not work well as most on the waiting list did not join when invited to5.  

However, joining was strictly controlled throughout 1957 and into 195815,17,18,20. 

However, the wastage rate among new members was high, with around 40% of new flying 

members leaving at the end of their first year, with about 70% of those who had not 

gone solo85. 

 

 

 A number of notable flying 

achievements were made in the 

period.   Peter Scott and Peter 

Collier set a UK two seater record 

for a 100Km triangle at 36mph in the 

spring of 1957 in an Eagle, though 

this was not ratified as they were 

not carrying a barograph13,15.  Later 

in that year both Scott and Derek 

Stowe achieved the first gold 

distance legs in the Club's history, 

Stowe with a declared flight to 

Lands End lighthouse in the Club 

Olympia20. (He was denied a diamond 

goal for this flight on the grounds 

that he had not landed at the 

lighthouse and the distance from the 

light house to his landing place at 

St Just airfield
81
 did not comply with the requirements for a dogleg.   This was in 

spite of the fact that he had gone round the lighthouse and the distance to the 

lighthouse was itself sufficient.)  Scott also was the first in the Club to 

complete his Gold Badge in April 195845 and Bob Perrott achieved the Club’s first 

Diamond leg with a goal flight to Great Yarmouth in a syndicate Skylark 2 in June 

195950.  Tony Morgan won the BGA De Havilland Cup for a gain of height of 15,340 

feet in 195871.  Doug Jones and Alwyn Sutcliffe were placed second in League 2 of 

the 1959 Nationals in the Club   Skylark 2 and were the highest placed Club entry35.   

In May 1960, Tony Gaze set up a UK two-seater speed record for a 200 km triangle in 

his Eagle56,69 with Rosemary Storey, and Derek Stowe reached a height of 24,500 feet 

in a cu nim to set a new Club height record on 7 August 1960
56
. 

 



Stan Coles with Daphne 

of the RAFGSA 
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 However, the majority 

of Club launches were 

devoted to elementary 

training.   Except when an 

“early morning party” was 

organised, flying generally 

started around mid morning, 

but continued until dark.   

Except for low cloud (below 

400 foot base), strong 

winds and actual rain, 

flying continued in spite 

of poor weather, with 

members sheltering under 

the T21’s wings during 

showers.  Mid week evening 

instructional parties were 

started in 195934. 

 

 Throughout the period, several clubs visited for week-long camps21,32. 

 

 With the World Championships 

being held in 1958, the BGA devolved the 

National Competitions by holding a 

“national soaring week” simultaneously 

in three of the major clubs from the 

26th July to the 5th August.  Nympsfield 

hosted the Western week in conjunction 

with the Tiger Club and the Oxford 

Gliding Club who provided aerotows47.  

Accommodation was in tents, as the 

bunkhouse was used for control24.   The 

Competition was successful and 200 hours 

and 4000 miles were flown26,47.  This was 

the first competition organised by the 

Club. 

 

 

 

Courses 

 

 From the start, courses were run on much the 

same lines as at Lulsgate, with the members being 

accommodated by Chris and Jim Smith at the Rose and 

Crown in Nympsfield village.   The pub supplied 

breakfast, evening meal and a packed lunch63.  Peter 

Collier was the instructor for the first three 

years
28
.   Jack Houghton, who was employed as a 

vehicle engineer, drove the winch in the first 

season, but Stan Coles (right), then aged 17, was 

taken on as winch driver in 195712.  Courses were 

treated as being a holiday and in addition to 

teaching the visitors to fly; Peter and Jim made 

sure that they were fun.  As a result a large 

proportion of course members came back in the 

following years or joined as country members.  Noel 

Harper, an Australian who had been employed as an 

engineer over the winter and who owned a large dark 

brown dog of dubious temper, was course instructor 

for the 1959 season31 and Tony Pentelow in 196053, 

with Stan remaining winch driver and helping with 

glider maintenance in the off season31. 



            Original Interior 
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Site development 

 Initially, on the domestic side, there was just the unconverted barn with no 

facilities: no water, sanitation, lighting or power, cooking facilities, sleeping 

accommodation, phone, heating or a bar.  The journey from Bristol was more 

difficult than it had been to get to Lulsgate, both in terms of distance and the 

availability of frequent public transport, though throughout 1956 and 1957 the Club 

provided transport in the brake or Landrover7,8.  Members often opted to stay the 

night at the Club at weekends to get good value for the travelling they now had to 

do.   Also, sleeping at the Club was almost essential for getting one's name on the 

Sunday flying list high enough to be sure of getting a launch before the end of the 

day.  To a large extent their solution was to camp in tents or to sleep in the barn 

loft, the hangar or empty trailers, and to be self sufficient for food.   The Club 

provided Elsans for sanitation.  These had been brought from Lulsgate and were 

placed in the shed or in the quarry.   The Rose and Crown, where the Courses were 

accommodated, became the unofficial clubhouse.   

 

 Before the move, a local 

builder, Mr Whitman, had been 

engaged to convert the Barn into a 

club house, but work had not 

started until March 19561, and had 

not made a great deal of progress 

at the time of the move.  This was 

partly because the plans had to be 

changed to meet new requirements 

and to get planning permission for 

them2,39.   The changes included 

providing a septic tank, which 

involved negotiating the purchase 

of land on the far side of the road 

to accommodate it7,41.   These 

changes increased the estimate for 

the work to £800 plus an 

additional £200 for plumbing and wiring2,3.   The installation of the wiring was done 

by a member, Ron Clark, who also lent the Club a generating set4,5.   However a 

second-hand Crossley 3Kw DC generator set was bought from Bristol Aeroplane Company 

Engine Division40 and was installed in a shed built against the east wall of the 

hangar4.   This was operating by February 19579.   The generator was powered by a 

single horizontal cylinder Diesel engine which used petrol for starting and until 

it warmed up.   It came without a cooling system, but cooling was arranged by 

plumbing in a large oil drum of water in place of a radiator.   The engine was slow 

revving and was generally known as "the plonk engine".   The generator set had a 

relatively small fuel tank, which had to be refilled every three hours or so.    



The Drinking Water        

Tank 

 (and Bet Williams) 

The Bar under construction 

The Completed bar-room 
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However, warning of low fuel was given as the lights dimmed about three times over 

a five minute period before the fuel finally ran out. 

                  

                             At the start, drinking water was provided by a 

mobile tank of probably 200 gallons capacity82 which was 

filled variously by the Stroud Fire Service or at the 

Rose and Crown.   Once the generator had been installed, 

rain water was collected from the hangar roof into an 

800 Gallon tank installed against the east wall of the 

hangar.   From there, the water was pumped into a 2000 

gallon storage tank situated alongside the field 

boundary up the hill about 150 yards to the east of the 

hangar.   Both the 800 gallon tank and the pump had been 

donated by John Burleigh's mother, and had been 

collected from Okehampton in the fire engine in 1955.   

Gravity then fed the rainwater into the clubhouse 

plumbing system.   This system was operational by July 

195715.  Work on installing the septic tank started in 

December 19568 but it was not until August 1957 that a 

toilet annex had been made operational on the west end 

of the clubhouse and the Elsans were disposed of16. 

 

  

   Work on the clubhouse continued 

throughout 1956 with members doing much of 

the fitting out, particularly in the bar 

and kitchen.   Mike and Paul Hodgson did 

much of the woodwork in building the bar 

counter and its decorative roof.   Stroud 

Brewery supplied bar fittings "without 

obligation"7, and Peter Etheridge built a 

fire place and chimney.  Jim Stuart-

Menteth built a bench seat along one wall.  

By February 1957 the kitchen was in 

commission9 and was being run successfully 

by volunteer members10.   Oak tables and 

hoop backed chairs were bought second hand 

ex RAF for £46 10.   The chairs were used in the bar and the tables in the canteen 

together with cheap dining chairs.  The Clubhouse was declared open in July 195712 

and a couple, Mr and Mrs Organ, were engaged to provide lunch and tea at weekends15.   

Lunch was a 2 course affair with flying left to a skeleton crew.  Tea cost half a 

crown and consisted of as much bread and butter as one could eat, with cakes and 

cups of tea included.  Breakfasts and evening meals were organised by groups of 

members.   The bunkhouse was available in mid May13 and the bar was in operation in 

July, though the fireplace and bar 

shutters were not finished until some 

months later
18
.   In November 1957 

floor tiles were laid in the bar.  

Maurice Ford, who worked for the 

Armstrong Cork Company, arranged for 

them to supply the lino tiles and to 

apply the mastic adhesive.   Peter 

Collier then performed the laying of 

the tiles18.  The clubhouse was 

declared complete at the 1958 AGM23.  

Water Heaters were installed in the 

Kitchen and bar at the end of 1959 



   Peter Collier 

The newly finished workshop 
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      It was found early on that the Clubhouse tended to be flooded by water 

running off the field in heavy rain, probably because the dew pond which had been 

in place in front of the building had been filled in.  A porch was built at the 

Clubroom entrance door at the end of 1957 to prevent this18.  

 

 At the end of the period, the layout of the clubhouse was as follows: 

Starting at the west end of the building, first were the toilets, with doors 

opening towards the car park.   Then there was a roughly square room occupying the 

width of the building, which 

comprised the men’s bunk 

house.   This was equipped 

with seven two tier bunks 

which had been bought for £5 

each22.  Then came another 

roughly square room which 

comprised the Kitchen.  On the 

west side of this was a built-

in pantry, and an outside door 

opposite the pantry gave 

access to both the kitchen and 

bunkhouse.   Next came the 

club room/canteen, roughly one 

and a half times as long as it 

was wide.   There was a 

connecting door to the kitchen 

near the north wall, and also 

a hatch.   The main entrance through the porch was roughly a third way along its 

length, and a coke burning stove was situated opposite the door.  At the east end, 

a short corridor between, on one side the phone box and bar store and on the other 

the office, led to the bar.   The bar room was somewhat longer than it was wide.   

The open, wood burning fire place was situated centrally on the east wall.   The 

bar itself was in the north-west corner and was provided with a tiled canopy and 

wooden shutters.   A piano was placed against the North wall18.  All the rooms were 

open to the roof except the west end of the clubroom.   This had a loft at the 

level of the cross beams, which was used as a general store and for a time as the 

ladies’ dormitory. 

 Much of the development of the Club’s facilities, 

particularly the winter development programmes19, was co-

ordinated by Peter Collier, who was appointed manager at 

the end of the course season of 19565 and who continued in 

this role for several years when not actively engaged in 

instructing the courses.   Living on site in a caravan he 

was ever-present, and although employed by the Club, he 

participated as a member and club instructor.   He was fun 

loving, efficient, an excellent instructor and had a charm 

which enabled him to organise members amicably, and also 

allowed him to get away with deliberately provocative 

remarks. 

 

 The original 

plans for the barn 

conversion had 

included a workshop 

in the building 

itself38.   However 

in September 1956 it was decided to have 

Curtis build a 26 ft by 60 ft lean-to annex 

to the west side of the hangar to serve as a 

workshop.   This filled the space between the 

clubhouse and the hangar and ran along the 

whole side of the hangar.  This was made 

possible by an additional £300 loan from the 



Digging the Hangar Drain:  Gordon Mealing, 

”Joe “ Grimes, Ray Jefferies & Ted Chubb 
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Kemsley Trust towards the estimated £400 cost42.   The building was completed toward 

the end of that year8, but the floor was not concreted until the end of the 

following year at a cost of £14018,19.   Three years later, at the end of 1960 a 

removable partition was constructed across the building, a heater was installed in 

the northern half and its ceiling was insulated57.  

 

 Initially, when there was a heavy rain storm, water draining off the field 

flooded the hangar, to the extent that a hole had to be made in the cladding on the 

north side to let it out.   In 1960 a concrete drain was constructed along the 

front of the hangar, capped with removable concrete slabs, with the water being fed 

into a fault in the bedrock.   The work was masterminded by Gordon Mealing and Joe 

Grimes53. 

 

 The Kitchen 

Construction of the car park highway 



The Heron winch The Worley winch 
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Launching Equipment 

 

                                          The auto towing system developed at 

                                     Lulsgate could not be used at Nympsfield 

                                     because it was not feasible to run 

vehicles across the grass at the 

necessary speeds.   The Club had the 

Heron winch, a winch donated by Fred 

Worley and the part-completed two drum 

winch.  Throughout 1956 the Club operated 

with the two complete winches.  However, 

the launch rate which could be achieved 

was restricting the number of members the 

Club could support15,17,20.  

 

  

 By March 1957, with the paying on gear of the Heron winch worn and needing 

refurbishment, the Worley winch in for its winter overhaul and the completion of 

the two drum expected to be some months away, the winch situation was far from 

satisfactory10.  

 

 Over the following year strenuous efforts were made to obtain winches from 

outside sources, though paying £1500 for a “super” winch was considered to be out 

of the question15. Options to improve the situation included a suggestion to develop 

a winch in conjunction with Fords, but this came to nothing12.  Negotiations were 

opened with a Club member, Arthur Hobkirk, to hire his winch12 and this was brought 

onto the site in July15, but it was never made operational24.  A member of another 

Club, Chris Wright, had developed a 4 drum winch and was willing to hire it to the 

Club13.   However its performance in trials was not satisfactory, though the Club 

was willing to hire it for a short period15,16.   Mr Wright then offered to build the 

Club a two drum winch for £900 and it was agreed to negotiate about its 

specification
18
, but it was later decided to postpone the purchase because of lack 

of support from the Kemsley Trust19.   After this  Mr Wright withdrew the offer of 

renting the 4drum24.  In addition, a Roeder winch and an ex RAF Balloon winch on 

offer through Andy Gough were both found not to be suitable24,26.    

 

 In the meantime, efforts were concentrated on completing the two-drum and 

modifying the existing winches.  The Heron's laying on gear and brake were repaired 

in Mid Nov 1957 and it was decided to replace the Worley's laying on gear18.  The 

two-drum was finally tried out at Whitsun 195846   However, it had problems and was 

withdrawn.  The Club had bought two Mercury V8 engines for £52-10-0 each in 

September that year
27
 and one was fitted to the Heron

31
.  After another trial period 

in March 195932 the two-drum was again withdrawn from service for modifications and 

to fit the other Mercury engine48.  After that it entered regular service in  
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August 1959 and performed well50.   It had cable guides and narrow drums to avoid 

the need for the laying on gear which gave such trouble with the Heron and Worley.   

However later it had problems with the drum selection system and was only used as a 

single drum.   In spite of the completion of the two-drum, the situation was not 

considered to be satisfactory and plans were being made for another new winch in 

196053.   The Worley winch, which was never entirely satisfactory, but had given 

indispensable service, was discarded some time in this period. 

  

 None of the winches in this period had drum brake lever ratchets sensitive 

enough to control over-runs as the cables were being towed out; the brakes were 

either on or off.  To overcome this, tyres were always wedged under the drums to 

provide the necessary drag while the cables were being towed out.   Also, none of 

these winches had self starters and so all were started using crank handles. 

 To avoid cables being dropped over the road from the narrow field, the large 

cable parachutes which had been in use at Lulsgate were replaced by much smaller 

parachutes24 or just flags22.  However the rapid fall of the cable reduced its life 

and cable breaks were frequent.   Breaks were mended by tying reef knots and taping 

down the ends with insulating tape.   (At that time, insulating tape was cloth 

based, about half an inch across and backed with adhesive) 

 

 Commercial weak links were not available at that time, so a length of cable 

was fitted between the rings and the flag, with a knot in it, to fulfil that 

function.   This arrangement had been tested by courtesy of the Bristol Aeroplane 

Company and found to have close to the required strength83.  

 

Aircraft 

 

 The Tutors had a lot of unserviceabilities, so at the end of 1956 an 

additional Cadet was bought from the ATC for £30, lent by Alwyn Sutcliffe, to act 

as a reserve8.   It was also recognised that the performance of the Olympia left 

much to be desired, and with private syndicates buying higher performance gliders, 

the Club bought a Skylark 2 in the Spring of 1958.   This was financed mainly by 

loans from John Daniell and Peter Scott as the Club's finances were still tight22,23. 

 

A winch from a slightly later period showing tyres being used as a drum brake 
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 Apart from these purchases, no additional gliders were bought by the Club 

during this period, but a great deal of work was done by Club members to upgrade 

the existing fleet.   The T21 had a modified tail skid fitted, and a spoiler lever 

was fitted for the left hand seat early in 195815,22.  At the about same time, a 

second pair of Tutor wings was fitted with spoilers and completely recovered19,20,25.  

In the Spring of 1961, Bob Parsons fitted a wheel to the Olympia, effectively 

converting it to a MK 258.   Bob also made an enclosed canopy for the Prefect.   At 

some stage the “boat” type windscreens on the T21 were replaced by the standard 

Slingsby type. 

 

 

 

 

 Tutor BGA456 was spun in by a visiting pilot in Sept 1958 and Doug Jones 

repaired both the fuselage27 and the wings, only for it to be written off in another 

spinning accident in 1960.  Another two Tutors were written off in crashes in 

195829,61,84. The conditions at Nympsfield were rather more demanding than at 

Lulsgate, and gradually the Tutor fleet was diminished and the last one was sold in 

early 196172&79. 

The Club Skylark 2 

Prefect with enclosed canopy 



The Landrover Harry Daniells’ Control Van 

Tiger Moth G-AODR being refuelled from the bowser 
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 Probably the most 

significant purchase in the 

period was a Tiger Moth   

G-AODR, with a high 

compression head bought 

from the Rollinsons at the 

end of 195828,61.    

 

 Initially, the Tiger 

was refuelled using a 

mobile bowser, which was 

topped up with fuel 

supplied in 50 gallon 

drums.  The fuel was 

strained into the 

aircraft’s tank through a 

chamois leather in a funnel 

to remove any water or other impurities, with the funnel being bonded to the 

aircraft to prevent the build up of static electricity.  An underground tank for 

the fuel was installed alongside the existing tank for motor fuel near the main 

entrance in 196053,57,87.  This also had a hand operated pump.  

 

 Aerotowing was kept as far as possible from the winch run, with subsidiary 

launch points being set up close to the North boundaries at each end of the field, 

and the tug operating opposite circuits from the gliders.   Signals were relayed 

from the glider to the tug through a 'forward signaller' stationed some 50 yards 

beyond the tug.   A vital part of the forward signaller's duty was to check that 

the take-off run was clear before passing on the 'Take up Slack'.   The normal bat 

signals were used except that handkerchiefs were used instead of bats.   Strict 

watch was kept by the signallers to ensure that winch launches and aerotows did not 

go off at the same time.  5/8 inch circumference, (quarter inch diameter) nylon 

ropes were used for towing78 and tows to 2000 feet were charged at 15/- 28. 

 

Vehicles 

 

 The vehicles which had been brought from Lulsgate were all in poor condition 

so a Landrover was bought in July 1956 and comprehensively insured for use on the 

road.  The fire engine was disposed of at about the same time.  Initially the red 

Ford was used for cable retrieving4,5 however a variety of second hand vehicles were 

obtained for the purpose.   Harry Daniells gave the Club a Ford 10 van at the end 

of 19568.  A 1938 25HP Morris in rather poor condition15 was bought for £62-10-0 in 

mid 195714 and a Jeep was bought from Ron Clarke in 195935.   For a short period, the 

Club had the use of a control vehicle on loan from Harry Daniells8,18. 
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Finances 

  

 At the end of 1954, just before the purchase of the Nympsfield site, the Club 

had a modest sum of about £630 in hand, with an outstanding loan of £1070 from the 

Kemsley Flying Trust76.   The Kemsley Trust provided a mortgage of £3200 towards the 

purchase of the site and buildings36 against an actual price of £3400, and an 

increase of the existing loan to bring it up to £5000.   Thus the Club had around 

£4300 available to cover all the development of the new site, including building a 

hangar and providing a clubhouse in addition to the various more minor projects 

needed to set up operations.   Consequently, money was tight. 

 

 In 1956, the final cost of the hangar came to £176039, and throughout the year 

the cost of the clubhouse conversion rose to around £10003, though much of the 

fitting out, wiring and plumbing was done by Club Members5,9.  £400 was spent on the 

lean-to workshop built onto the side of the hangar, with the Kemsley Fund lending 

£3006.  However, over this first year only 4900 launches were done as opposed to 

over 6000 averaged at Lulsgate, resulting in a reduction of around £400 in fees.   

Course profits were down by £220 and expenses were up, mainly because of wages.   

The income/expenditure account for the year showed a loss of £52811.   The cash 

shortfall was covered by short term loans from members9.   As a result, it was 

decided to increase the launch fee to 4/- and the soaring charge to 18/- per hour 

for 1957 though the subscription rates were left unchanged10.   

 

 At this stage, June 1957, £9120 had been spent on site purchase and 

development against the original estimate of £7300, with an expected extra spend of 

£200, though it was hoped the Kemsley Fund would advance a further £70014. 

 

 During the summer of 1957, more efficient operation led to an improving 

situation and by November the in-house loans had been repaid.   The courses 

returned a gross profit of £1131 and in December Sir Egbert Cadbury made a donation 

of £10019.   At the AGM it was reported that 6760 launches and 1250 hours had been 

flown.  The year’s surplus was £982.   £1033 had been spent on capital projects, 

supported by an increase of the Kemsley loan of £600, making the total loan £5122 

(excluding the mortgage)23, and a £200 repayment had been made20.   These good 

results encouraged the committee to order the Skylark 2 to be financed by loans 

from members22,24. 

 

 When the Kemsley Trust first approved the loan to set up the Club at 

Nympsfield, they required a debenture giving them the first claim on the Club’s 

assets in the event that the Club became insolvent.  This was finally drawn up and 

sealed in early 195843. 

 

 Throughout 1958 the situation appeared to remain healthy, though towards the 

end of the year it became apparent that the predictions had been a little  

optimistic29. Nevertheless in December the Club went ahead with the purchase of the 

Tiger Moth for £680.   This was financed by an additional loan of £200 by the 

Kemsley Trust, a loan of £150 from members and with a bank overdraft of up to 

£360
29,30

.   Throughout the year the total capital expenditure was £2200 which had 

been supported by £1300 borrowed from the members and the bank32.   At the AGM it 

was announced that launches were up at 7170 and hours at 141033 and the year’s 

surplus was £306.   It was agreed to start paying off the Mortgage at a rate of 

£125 pa27 

 

 The overdraft was paid off at the end of April 1959, and Sir Egbert made a 

further donation of 200 guineas35. 

 

 Unfortunately little financial information is currently available for the end 

of 1959 or through 1960.   But it is known that the subscriptions were not changed 

over this period, except that the Private Owner membership grade was abolished for 

195931 and the surplus for 1960 was £167.   At the end of 1960 the total 

indebtedness to the Kemsley Trust stood at £7,15279. 

 



Col. Don Tapp climbing into his Kite 2 
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 In 1957 Smiths Industries applied to the Club to run a subsidised group 

membership scheme similar to the BAC Flying Club and this started to operate in 

195828.   This had around 20 members59,60 and so added another group of young 

engineers. 

 

 In 1960, Lord Kemsley retired and the Trust was sold and made no further 

loans, though outstanding debts were allowed to run their course62.   It is hard to 

estimate how the Club would have fared without the support it received from the 

Trust, first to re-establish itself after the war and then to manage the move to 

Nympsfield.   It is scarcely possible that it could have achieved the healthy 

position that it did. 

 

Private Syndicates 

 

 The move to Nympsfield triggered the start of a growth in the number of 

privately owned gliders.   The ten years at Lulsgate had produced only two 

syndicates, but after only five years at Nympsfield the number had increased to 

seven. 

 

 The reason for this was partly the members’ desire to have more control over 

the standard of the gliders they flew and their equipment, freedom from soaring 

fees and freedom to fly cross country without worrying about Club members wanting 

to fly the machine.   Also syndicate membership guaranteed co-operative retrieve 

crews.   However another strong consideration was the way the Club’s flying list 

was operated.  Separate lists were used for each glider, and gliders were launched 

in the order they were presented at the launch point.   Consequently, someone 

flying a Club glider might have to wait for it to work its way up the launch queue 

several times before getting a flight.   But if a pilot could introduce his own 

glider into the queue, he would get a launch ahead of many people who had waited 

much longer. 

  

 Of the two Lulsgate 

Olympia syndicates, Bluebird had 

been sold to the Club and the 

Mayflower syndicate had been 

disbanded before the move.   

However, the Club Olympia BGA 

618 which had been written off 

by the insurers after an 

accident had been rebuilt as a 

private venture by Doug Jones, 

Mike Garnett, “Dusty” Miller and 

Mike Hodgson and completed early 

in 195675.  Also on the move to 

Nympsfield, a Group of ex-

Gloucestershire Gliding Club 

members joined with their Kite 2 

BGA 681.   They were Fred 

Worley, Thoby Fisher and Col. 

Don Tapp.  So Nympsfield started 

with two syndicates. 

                        

 In July, Peter Scott went into partnership with Harry Daniells with an 

Olympia65, but Scott resigned from this after a few months and bought an Eagle 3, 

BGA 78064,67 in spring 1957 which he often flew with Peter Collier.   There was also a 

record of a Kite 1 owned by Des Lindsay, B Powell and possibly others which flew in 

1957, but this seems to have been a short-lived resident
77
.  An eight man group 

comprising Keith Turner, John Cochrane, Bob Perrott, Denis Corrick, Keith Aldridge, 

Bernie Palfreyman, Gordon Fisher and Ken Brown bought a Skylark 2 BGA 778 in 

February 1957 with the aid of a Kemsley Loan.   This was the highest performance  



Harry Daniells and Peter Scott with their Olympia 

“Firebird” 
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glider on the site at 

that time.    A year 

later another Skylark 2 

BGA 814 was bought by 

Derek Stowe, Tony 

Morgan, Des Lindsay and 

Ron Clarke68.   This was 

known as Rhubarb and 

Custard because of its 

red and yellow colour 

scheme.   Tony Gaze, a 

war-time fighter pilot 

and racing driver, 

bought another Eagle in 

the spring of 195949 and 

at about the same time 

Scott changed his Eagle 

for an Olympia 41935. 

  

                                   

           

Skylark 2 “Rhubarb And Custard” 

Tony Gaze’s Eagle 



The Skylark 2c 

Peter Scott’s Olympia 419 

Peter Scott’s Eagle hangar 
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 Over the winters of 1959 and 1960, Denis Corrick and partners carried out a 

number of far-reaching performance modifications to their Skylark 2, for which 

Slingsby allocated the designation 2c. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Doug Jones, Tony Pentelow and Tony Saint bought a Skylark 3 Kit in 1959, 

completing its build in 196152,57,70.  Another group consisting of Ray Jefferies, 

Harold (Joe) Grimes and Gordon Mealing started to build a Swallow from a Kit
57
, 

completing it in 196275. 

 

 Both Peter Scott and 

Tony Gaze built T hangars on 

the south side of the field 

to house their Eagles13,32.   

Scott’s was constructed in 

the style of the Wild Fowl 

Trust’s bird shelters using 

scaffolding poles and 

corrugated iron.   This 

building remained in use as a 

hangar until 2001.   The Gaze 

hangar, constructed of  

                                                      chipboard, was less long   

                                                      lasting and disintegrated 

soon after he had sold the 

Eagle. 

 

 At the time of the 1957 Nationals, the BGA announced that the allocation of 

competition numbers would be permanent (subject to renewal) so most syndicate 

gliders and the Club’s soaring machines carried competition numbers.   The gliders 

came to be known by these numbers. 



Peter Scott helping Prince Philip 

into his Eagle  

Bar Game:- Picking up the matchbox 

by mouth without touching the floor 

Overnight members’ spaghetti 

Bolognaise in the Club kitchen 
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Members 

 

 During this time the average age of the members was around 30 and most were 

single.   Possibly because of the shared work involved in setting the Club up with 

the minimum of paid help, there was strong camaraderie and a great sense of fun 

among the members with almost all pulling their weight.   Probably as a result of 

the way the flying log sheets were filled in, members generally referred to each 

other by their surnames, though first names were used face to face.   The bar was 

well attended in the evenings with much talk, some competitive beer drinking and 

also a great deal of singing of dubious songs to the accompaniment of the piano.  A 

record player was also much in evidence and skills such as drinking a pint while 

hanging upside-down from the beams were honed.  Parties were regularly held at the 

weekends, and guests from other clubs were invited to the Christmas parties, when 

there was standing room only in the bar.  

 

 Peter Scott, the naturalist, 

broadcaster and artist, joined the Club as 

soon as it moved to Nympsfield.  After 

soloing in gliders, he quickly became 

involved in cross-country and competition 

flying.  He gained publicity for the Club 

in 1957 by arranging a visit by Prince 

Philip on the 15th May with a flight in his 

Eagle piloted by Peter Collier44.   In the 

following year he arranged a live 

television broadcast from the Club on the 

17 Aug during which a striking 10 launches 

were flown in 35 minutes with the aid of 4 

aerotows provided by the Tiger Club.   A 

newly developed portable TV camera was 

used by the BBC for the air to air shots.  

The BBC paid the Club 225 guineas for 

their co-operation in this event 25 

guineas of which was passed on to the 

Tiger Club26.  A further programme was 

recorded over several weekends in June 

195961 and broadcast later in the year.   

The Club received £425 for this35,51.  

Peter was elected Vice President in April 

195711. 
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 Sadly, John Parry-Jones was killed in a crash during a test flight of a 

Britannia airliner in November 1957.   This was a great loss to the Club because he 

had great plans for the Club and because of the energy with which he was pursuing 

them.  It was decided to create a memorial garden, and a fund was set up with 

members’ donations to cover its cost18.   It was designed by Peter Scott and 

consisted of a low dry stone wall enclosing a lawn with trees and a map showing the 

country's gliding sites.   The map was made by Alf Samuels and the garden was 

completed in mid 196056. 

         

  

 After seven years as Chairman, during which he had presided over the purchase 

of Nympsfield, the move there and the first five years of its development, John 

Cochrane left the area to take up a position as manager at Lasham58.  His 

correspondence file covering the purchase, move and development of Nympsfield up to 

1958, contains some 270 items, which gives some indication of the amount of work 

that he undertook as chairman. 

 

Conclusion 

 

 So this first five years saw the conversion of a field with a couple of farm 

buildings into a thriving, energetic gliding club with a hangar, a somewhat basic 

club house, a developing fleet of aircraft and a reasonably adequate launching 

capability.  It also had a growing membership with rapidly improving piloting 

skill.  

 

Alf Samuels constructing the map, watched by Peter Scott 



Section 8 Appendix 1   Aircraft and Equipment 

 

Club Gliders 

 

Glider     BGA No 

 

Green Tutor  456   Brought from Lulsgate     Spun in 17-8-196008 

Yellow Tutor 454}    Both these gliders had their CofA discontinued while at             

Red Tutor    445}    Lulsgate and were written off from the accounts in 1955,but  

    yellow89 and red61 fuselages flew at Nympsfield61,              

Cadet61  796   Bought late 1956 for £30 and converted to a Tutor. Sold in 1961.  

    

      The situation with the ex-Lulsgate Tutors is slightly uncertain.  The 

accounts for December 1955 and CofA renewal evidence indicates that both 454 and 

445 were written off at Lulsgate, and Ref 80 gives flying times for only 456 & 796 

in 1960.   It is possible that with wings being moved fairly frequently from 

fuselage to fuselage, the BGA numbers may perhaps have become associated with 

different fuselages and this may explain the colour of the fuselages flown at 

Nympsfield.        

 

Prefect      720 Brought from Lulsgate – Fitted with an enclosed hood. 

Olympia 1    504 Brought from Lulsgate – Fitted with a fixed wheel in 1961 

T21b         616 Brought from Lulsgate 

T31          692 Brought from Lulsgate – flew with spoilered and unspoilered wings. 

Skylark 2    827 Bought on 30 March 195861 

 

Tug 

 

Tiger Moth G-AODR  Delivered 21 December 195861 

 

Vehicles 

 

From Lulsgate: 

  Red tow car         } 

  Fire Engine EYD 214 }         All disposed off around mid 195713 

  Brake EJG           } 

 

New Purchases: 

  Landrover             Bought July 19564 

  Ford 10 Van      Donated by Harry Daniells end 1956
8
 

  1938 25HP Morris     Bought for £62-10-0 in mid 195714 

  Jeep       Bought in 195935 

 

Winches 

 

Heron Winch      Brought from Lulsgate 

Worley Winch     Donated by Fred Worley in 1955. Retired after completion of                  

      two drum. 

Two Drum     Club build using silver Ford Chassis – started in 1955 and in      

            service in August 1959
50
 

 

Trailers 

 

Open trailer for T21             Built by Jack Houghton in 1955/56 

General purpose closed trailer   Built by Alwyn Sutcliffe 1955/56 

Rice trailer for Olympia         Brought from Lulsgate     

Skylark trailer   Club built in hardboard74  

 

 



Section 8 Appendix 2 – Club Officers 

 

Year      1956/7             1957/8            1958/9             1959/60           1960/1 

Chairman <------------------------------------John Chochrane------------------------------------> 

Vice Chairman <--------John Parry-Jones--------><---------Alwyn Sutcliffe--------->    Tony Gaze54 

Secretary <------------------------------------Tom Parkes----------------------------------------> 

Treasurer  Nick Lyons        <-----------------------S Alan Smith---------------------------------> 

 

Committee Gordon Fisher Harry Daniells Ron Clarke   Ray Bishop Not recorded 

 Members Mike Garnett Peter Etheridge Peter Etheridge Ted Chubb but said to 

 Dr Grey-Walter Gordon Fisher Gordon Fisher Ron Clarke be largely 

 Doug Jones Mike Garnett Mike Garnett Gordon Fisher unchanged 

 Eric Smith Doug Jones Mike Hodgson Doug Jones from 1959/6054 

 Derek Stowe Alwyn Sutcliffe Doug Jones  Alf Samuels       

            Alwyn Sutcliffe Derek Stowe* Derek Stowe* 

 Harry Daniells*                      Alan Yates* 

*Co-opted members 

 

Officers 

 

CFI J H Parry-Jones Alwyn Sutcliffe    Alwyn Sutcliffe Alwyn Sutcliffe   Doug Jones55 

Aircraft Engineer  J Doug Jones   Doug Jones     Doug Jones  Doug Jones 

Vehicle Engineer   Mike Garnett 

Course Secretaries  John Daniell Gordon Fisher Gordon Fisher Gordon Fisher   

 Gordon Fisher  Rosemary Storey  Rosemary Storey Rosemary Storey             

       Treasurer Hugh Moore Ted Chubb Ted Chubb Ted Chubb 

Assistant Treasurer Oliver Dearden  Nancy Russell Nancy Russell Tony Pentelow/ 

    Joy Jones 

Bulletin Editor Eric Smith  A Saint     A Saint 

PRO John Cochrane  M Garnett Alf Samuels Alf Samuels Alf Samuels  

Flying Records M Fasey John Ashford Tony Pentelow Tony Pentelow 

Course Instructor Peter Collier------------------------------->          Noel Harper Tony Pentelow 

   Winch Driver Jack Houghton   Stan Coles---------------------------------------------------------> 

Manager Peter Collier-----------------------------------------------------------------------> 

 

   

 



Section 8 Appendix 3   Membership 

 

Year                1956         1957         1958         1959         1960 

 

Flying       94    94   105 

BAC       45    39    50 

Smiths N/A N/A        N/A    18    19 

Private Owner        4    N/A    N/A 

Country       20    31 44  

  Total Flying 125* 140*    163   182   218 

Associate   59* n/r     74    80    56 

 

From   “Membership 1958 to 1960”  <Miscellaneous>011 

 * from S&G annual statistics 

 

Section 8 Appendix 4 Flying Statistics 

 

Total Launches      4900         6760         7170*        9094*        6266 

Aerotows                                                    793*         768** 

Hours                707         1250         1411*        1742*        1155 

X-country miles      515         3600         6306         4928*        2861 

A & B                 13           16           13*          33*          14** 

C                     12           14           16*          17*           9** 

Silver legs           12           32           17*          19*          17** 

Gold legs                           1            5*           3*           8** 

Diamond legs            5**  

 *  From Flying Diary <Miscellaneous>032 

       ** From Flying Summary for 1960 <Miscellaneous>015 

 Rest from AGM minutes and Club Bulletins  

 

Trophies: 

 

Cyril Uwins          Jack       Derek        Peter         Tony         Peter 

(Best X-Country)   Houghton     Stowe        Scott         Gaze         Scott 

  

Evening World        Mike       Peter        Peters        Derek        Derek 

(Best height gain) Garnett      Scott     Scott/Collier    Stowe        Stowe 

 

Rex Young            Ted         Ray     Dr Hart         Mike        Lucy 

(Best beginner)     Chubb       Bishop                     Prosser      Barlow 

 

Club Nationals Entry 

 

Olympia  Nil  John Hahn,     Nil       Ray Bishop &     Nil 

                            Tom Parkes &                Geoff. Hearsey 

                            Alwyn Sutcliffe  

 

Skylark 2            N/A         N/A        John Hahn   Alwyn Sutcliffe   Nil 

                                            Tom Parkes    & Doug Jones 

                                            & Alan Yates 

 

Records 

 

Club Distance and Goal 186 miles Derek Stowe in Club Olympia 12-7-57* 

Club Duration Just under 8 Hrs Derek Stowe in Club Olympia 12-7-57* 

Club Height 11,800 feet Peter Scott in Eagle 19-7-57*** 

Club Height 24,500 feet Derek Stowe in Skylark 2 7-8-6056 

UK 200 km triangle 2 seater record at 27½ mph  Tony Gaze and Rosemary Storey in Eagle 

 30-4-1960** 

Club Distance record 297 miles Peter Scott in Olympia 419 14-4-1960** 

 

* Aeroplane 12-7-57 <Miscellaneous> 061 im76 

** Flying Summary 1958-1960 <Miscellaneous> 032 

***Aeroplane 19-7-57  <Miscellaneous> 061 im 77 



 

Section 8 Appendix 5  Private Syndicates 

 

Glider          BGA Comp  Date on site              Owners 

    No    No 

 

Olympia 2 618  June 1956 Doug Jones, Mike Garnett, “Dusty” Miller & 

    Mike Hodgson. 

 

Kite 2 681  June 1956 Fred Worley, Toby Fisher & Col Don Tapp 

                                         (Made available to Club Members 22 May 1960)*  

 

Olympia 2 853  July 195665 Harry Daniells & Peter Scott (Peter Scott left 

    the partnership after a few months) 

 

Kite 1          251                      Des Lindsay, B Powell and perhaps others77 

                                         On site briefly in 1957 and perhaps 1958      

    

Skylark 2 778 33 Feb 1957 John Cochrane, Keith Turner, Denis Corrick,  

    Bob Perrott, Keith Aldridge, Gordon Fisher, 

    Bernie Palfreyman & Ken Brown† 

 

Eagle 3 780 10 April 1957 Peter Scott (Sold in 1959) 

 

Skylark 2 814 81 4 April 1958* Derek Stowe, Tony Morgan, Ron Clarke & Des  

    Lindsay68 † 

 

Eagle 3 863 97 28 Feb 1959*   Tony Gaze 

 

EoN Olympia  1018  10 18 July 1959*  Peter Scott 

         419 

 

*Information from Flying Summary 1957-1959  (Miscellaneous 032) 

† The make-up of these syndicates changed from time to time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



              Section 8 References 

 

 Except where other references are quoted, the information in this section is as 

remembered by Ken Brown in 2007/08. 

 

                Document                                  Location on Computer 

  1 Minutes of Committee Meeting 8-3-56 <Min2> 2-327 to 2-330 

 2 Minutes of Committee Meeting 14-5-56 <Min3> 3-0 to 3-4                 

 3 Minutes of Committee Meeting 25-6-56 <Min3> 3-5 to 3-9                 

 4 Minutes of Committee Meeting 30-7-56     <Min3> 3-10 to 3-13        

 5 Minutes of Committee Meeting   3-9-56     <Min3> 3-14 to 3-18 

 6 Minutes of Committee Meeting  1-10-56 <Min3> 3-19 to 3-22         

 7 Minutes of Committee Meeting  5-11-56 <Min3> 3-23 to 3-27  

 8 Minutes of Committee Meeting 17-12-56     <Min3> 3-26 to 3-33        

 9 Minutes of Committee Meeting  11-2-57     <Min3> 3-39 to 3-43        

 10 Minutes of Committee Meeting  11-3-57 <Min3> 3-44 to 3-49 

 11 Minutes of 11th AGM   4-4-57 <Min3> 3-50 to 3-54         

 12 Minutes of Committee Meeting  15-4-57 <Min3> 3-55 to 3-59         

 13 Minutes of Committee Meeting   6-5-57 <Min3> 3-62 to 3-68 

 14 Minutes of Committee Meeting   3-6-57 <Min3> 3-69 to 3-76 

 15 Minutes of Committee Meeting   9-7-57 <Min3> 3-77 to 3-83 

 16 Minutes of Committee Meeting  12-8-57 <Min3> 3-84 to 3-90  

 17 Minutes of Committee Meeting  16-9-57 <Min3> 3-91 to 3-97 

 18 Minutes of Committee Meeting 18-11-57  <Min3> 3-105 to 3-112  

 19 Minutes of Committee Meeting 16-12-57   <Min3> 3-113 to 3-118 

 20 Minutes of Committee Meeting 13-1-58    <Min3> 3-119 to 3-125  

 21 Minutes of Committee Meeting 17-2-58    <Min3> 3-126 to 3-133  

 22 Minutes of Committee Meeting 18-3-58    <Min3> 3-134 to 3-142 

 23 Minutes of 12th AGM   29-3-58   <Min3> 3-143 to 3-148 

 24 Minutes of Committee Meeting 14-4-58   <Min3> 3-149 to 3-158 

 25 Minutes of Committee Meeting 12-5-58   <Min3> 3-159 to 3-167 

 26 Minutes of Committee Meeting 11-8-58   <Min3> 3-175 to 3-181 

 27 Minutes of Committee Meeting 22-9-58    <Min3> 3-182 to 3-187 

 28 Minutes of Committee Meeting 20-10-58   <Min3> 3-188 to 3-193 

 29 Minutes of Committee Meeting 15-12-58   <Min3> 3-194 to 3-200 

 30 Minutes of Committee Meeting 19-1-59 <Min3> 3-201 to 3-207 

 31 Minutes of Committee Meeting 23-2-59   <Min3> 3-208 to 3-213 

 32 Minutes of Committee Meeting 23-3-59 <Min3> 3-214 to 3-218 

 33 Minutes of 13th AGM  4-4-59   <Min3> 3-219 to 3-223 

 34 Minutes of Committee Meeting 20-4-59 <Min3> 3-224 to 3-230 

 35 Minutes of Committee Meeting  25-5-59 <Min3> 3-231 to 3-237 

 36 Letter Meads to Cochrane 1-2-55 <NPF> n41/42 

 37 Letter Worley to Cochrane 13-11-55 <NPF> n160 

 38 Letter Cochrane to Meads 4-4-56 <NPF> n198 

 39 Letter Cochrane to Meads 24-5-56 <NPF> n224 

 40 Letter Cochrane to Willis (BAC) 25-5-56 <NPF> n226 

 41 Letter Count Surveyor to architect 2-8-56 <NPF> n236 

 42 Minutes of Meeting  24-9-56      <NPF> n243 

 43 Letter Cochrane to Meads 28-1-58 <NPF> n268 

 44 Club News S&G August 1957 

 45 Club News S&G June 1958 

 46 Club News S&G August 1958 

 47 Club News S&G October 1958 

 48 Club News S&G April 1959 

 49 Club News S&G June 1959 

 50 Club News S&G August 1959 

 51 Club News S&G October 1959 

 52 Club News S&G December 1959 

 53 Club News S&G February 1960 

 54 Club News S&G June 1960 

 55 Club News S&G August 1960 

 

NB <NPF> is short for <Nympsfield Purchase File>
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 56 Club News S&G Oct 1960 

 57 Club News S&G February 1961 

 58 Club News S&G April 1961 

 59 Membership Analysis 1958-1960 <Miscellaneous> 011 

 60 Membership Analysis 1961 <Miscellaneous> 012 

 61 Flying Diary 1958 to June 1960 <Miscellaneous> 032 

 62 Kemsley Flying Trust – Article by Basil Meads 

  In S&G December 1979 <Miscellaneous> 039  

 63 Memories of Nympsfield – Article by Chris Ellis <Miscellaneous> 088 

 64 British Gliders <Miscellaneous> 089 

 65 Dursley Gazette 19-8-56 <Press cuttings Album> 

    1956-08-19 D Gazette.jpg 

 66 Aeroplane Gliding Notes 12-7-57 <Aeroplane>76 

 67 Aeroplane Gliding Notes 4-10-57 <Aeroplane>78  

 68 Dursley Gazette 22-3-58 <Press cuttings Album> 

   1958-03-22 D Gazette.jpg

 69 Bristol Evening Post 3-5-60 <Press cuttings Album> 

   1960-05-03 BEPost.jpg 

 70 Bristol Evening Post 27-4-61 <Press cuttings Album> 

   1961-04-27 BEPost.jpg 

 71 Flight 6-3-59 Flight 0655     

 72 Club News S&G August 1961 

 73 Map of proposed development <Miscellaneous> 106 

 74 Proposed Trailer overhaul programme Winter 1062 <Miscellaneous> 104 

 75 As remembered by Doug Jones in 2008 

 76 Club Accounts for 1954 <Miscellaneous> 016 

 77 Bulletins 2nd and 3rd for 1957/8 

 78 Correspondence re aerotow ropes 1958/9 <Miscellaneous> 103 

 79 Club Accounts for 1961 <Miscellaneous> 016 

 80 Flying Summary for 1960 <Miscellaneous> 015 

 81 3rd Bulletin for 1957/58 

 82 Photograph showing water bowser <Lucy Chubb> 132 

 83 As remembered by John Harding in 2008. 

 84 Report on Accident to Tutor BGA 796 Accident Tutor 22-6-58  
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